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Information for Preschools, Kindergartens and Parents
Programs for ages 2-6 years

Kindidrama® design educational programs to cater for your individual,  
pre-school and Kindergarten needs. 

® Classes

Class Outline:
1 Warming up period ~ We start with warming up at the beginning of each class which includes 

simple stretches to stimulate the bodies senses and to awaken the body ready for class. 

2  Acting & Cooperative Games ~ these games encourage quick thinking, team work, spontaneity, 
and coordination.

3  Term Theme ~ time to focus on a particular aspect of theatre. see below for more detailed 
descriptions of specific themes.

4 Warm down period ~ using ‘feldenkrais’* and relaxation techniques,  
developing self & body awareness.

terms themes:
These themes can be adapted and changed to suit the needs of each Pre-School or Kindergarten:

Term 1 Theme: Introduction to Drama & Theatre
storytelling, mime, mask and puppetry, improvisation with props and costumes, developing creative 
imagination.

Term 2 Theme: Introduction to Voice & Music
speech, voice projection, singing and music, such as classical, cultural/traditional, jazz; developing social and 
communication skills, language and literacy development, beat, dynamics, pitch, rhythm, temp, listening skills 
and duration.

Term 3 Theme: Introduction to Dance
drama dance and creative movement, developing correct posture and weight placement, coordination of the 
whole body, self expression and communication, timing, rhythm, responsiveness to music, use of space and 
control.

Term 4 Theme: Introduction to Performance
stage craft, performance skills and stage presence, script and song development leading to our annual 
production. this develops self confidence, self esteem and self expression through performance.

* The Feldenkrais Method: Pamela Anne integrates this 

technique as a relaxtion method that increases physical  

&  body awareness that helps reduce stress in each child.
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Creative, artistiC direCtOr and faCilitatOr:
Pamela Anne is a trained actor who studied under the precise hand of the late 
hayes gordon at the ensemble studios. since then she has appeared in many 
theatrical productions, and has performed as a singer and entertainer. since then 
she has also worked at various pre-schools and child care centres. 

pamela anne currently runs her own drama and theatrical company, Kindidrama® 
childrens creative theatre, through which she takes carefully designed programs 
to pre-schools, schools and child care centres. these programs specifically 
provide each child with opportunities to develop their self esteem, nurture and 
encourage creative imagination in a fun safe environment.

pamela@kindidrama.com
0149 204 968

I’d like to organise / book a KindiDrama® Program:

contact details

name:

pre-school, Kindergarten or child care centre name:

address: postcode:

email:

phone: fax: 

Cut along line and return

Please fill out the above information and return to:

Kindidrama®
Childrens Creative Theatre
po Box 417
mosman nsW 2088 

fax: 9968 1982


